In the present paper, the flow of an incompressible, electrically conducting dusty fluid over a stretching sheet is considered. The Cattaneo-Christov heat flux theory is employed to control the thermal boundary layer. The flow equations are transformed into nonlinear ordinary differential equations (NODEs) and which are solved with help of Runge-Kutta 4 th order method. Flow equations are examined with respect to boundary conditions namely prescribed wall temperature (PWT) and prescribed heat flux (PHF) cases. In general PWT and PHF boundary conditions are very useful in the industrial as well as manufacturing up and down processes. Impact of the emerging parameters on the dimensionless velocity and temperature as well as friction coefficient and local Nusselt number are examined. We also validated my results with already available literature. It is found that the heat transfer rate of the flow in PWT case is higher than that of PHF case. These results can help us to conclude that for higher heating processes (Heating industries) PWT case and lesser heating processes (Cooling industries) PHF boundary condition is useful.
Introduction
One of the most important areas of engineering practice lies in studying the flow and heat transfer of fluid towards a stretching sheet, since it has numerous applications. The impact of heat transfer is seen in the field of metallurgy and chemical engineering, polymer processing, food stuff processing manufacturing of artificial films, aerodynamics extrusion of plastic sheets, glass fiber production, hot rolling, metal extrusion, metal spinning, paper production, drawing of plastic films and wires. The outcome in this process depends on the heat transfer rate; hence a wide range of work has been done on boundary layer flow of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids over linear and non-linear stretching sheet. Starting from the primary work of sakiadis [1] numerous features of heat transfer and momentum over a stretching sheet have been studied. Crane [2] examined the exponential solution for the flow caused by the stretching sheet and he also gave an exact solution for the flow field. Eldahad and Aziz [3] analyzed the effect of non-uniform heat source with suction/blowing in the case of viscous fluid. Saffman [4] proposed governing equations for the flow of dusty fluid. Datta and Mishra [5] studied the problem of laminar two phase boundary layer on a semi-infinite flat plate. Agranat [6] examined the effect of dustiness and pressure gradient on the friction and heat transfer Co-efficient. Vajravelu and Nayfeh [7] have analyzed the behavior of hydro magnetic flow of a dusty fluid over a stretching sheet with the effect of suction. Grubka and Bobba [8] investigated the effect of power Law surface temperature variation on the heat transfer characteristics of a continuous, linearly stretching surface with variable temperature. Chamkha [9] studied the convective heat and mass transfer past a semi-Infinite vertical permeable moving plate with absorption of heat. Aziz [10] has presented the numerical solution for laminar thermal boundary over a flat plate with convective surface boundary conditions using the symbolic algebra software Maple. Hermann Schlichting [11] has explained boundary layer heat transport equations in the presence of nonuniform internal heat generation and absorption for two dimensional flows. Abel and Mahesha [12] have reported an analytical and numerical solution for the heat transfer in a study laminar flow of an incompressible viscoelastic fluid over a stretching sheet with power law surface temperature. Raju et al. [13] discussed the non-Newtonian flow over cone with non-uniform heat source/sink. Ezzat et al. [14] examined space approach to the hydro magnetic flow a dusty fluid through a porous medium. Raju et al. [15] explored the effects of non-uniform on magnetohydrodynamic flow over an exponentially stretching sheet. Gireesha et al. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have explored the boundary layer flow and heat transfer of a dusty fluid with several aspects. Recently, Siddiqa et al. [21] have considered two-phase natural convection flow of a dusty fluid namely water-metal mixture, oil metal mixture and air metal mixture. Ramesh et al. [22, 23] have examined heat transfer characteristics using the Roseland approximation for the model stagnation point flow of a MHD dusty fluid towards a stretching sheet with radiation and have studied boundary layer flow past a stretching sheet with fluid practical suspension and convective boundary condition they found that the temperature of both fluid and dust phase increases with increasing Biot number. The magnetohydrodynamic flow over cone with dust and non-Newtonian fluids was investigated by Raju et al. [24] and Sugunamma et al. [25] . With that they concluded that magnetic field parameter controls the velocity field.
To analyze the heat transfer phenomenon many researchers used heat conduction law suggested by Fourier [26] . Later this model was enhanced by Cattaneo [27] with the insertion of relaxation time for heat flux. Further, Christov [28] introduced a derivative model of Cattaneo's law and that became prominent as CattaneoChristov heat flux. This heat flux model has important applications in Bio medical and industries e.g. nuclear reactor cooling, hybrid power generators, heat conduction in tissues pasteurization of milk, magnetic drug targeting, electronic devices. On basis of these application Han et al. [29] used Cattaneo-Christov heat flux model to investigate the slip flow and heat transfer of Maxwell fluid bounded by a stretching sheet. Junaid Ahmad Khan et al. [30] has explored that fluid temperature has inverse relationship with the thermal relaxation time by using Cattaneo-Christov heat flux model for viscoelastic flow due to an exponentially stretching sheet.
In this paper we intend to study the boundary layer flow of an incompressible viscous electrically conducting dusty fluid towards stretching sheet using CattaneoChristov heat flux model. We are considering Heat transfer characteristics with respect to different kinds of boundary heating namely the sheet with prescribed surface temperature (PST case) and the sheet with prescribed wall heat flux (PHF). The transformed governing boundary layer equations are solved numerically using Runge-Kutta based shooting technique. The behaviors of various parameters on the physical quantities of interest are examined and shown in graphs and tables.
Mathematical Formulation

Flow Analysis
In the present analysis, we consider the flow of an electrically conducting dusty fluid which is incompressible viscous in nature with an electrical conductivity over a linearly stretching sheet. The flow is two dimensional where stretching surface is chosen along the x-axis and y-axis is normal to it flow is assumed to be confined with respect to the region y > 0. The sheet is stretched by keeping origin fixed and applying two equal and opposite forces along the x-axis. A magnetic field of uniform strength B 0 is applied along the y-axis. The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian and its properties are constant and the chemical reaction is assumed to take place during the flow. The volume fraction and interparticle collision of dust particles are assumed to be negligible. The induced magnetic field is neglected by considering the Reynolds number to be small .It is assumed that dust particles are uniformly distributed throughout the fluid, equal in size and has spherical shape. Only because of drag force there is interaction, heat and mass transfer between the fluid and dust phases. To model the drag force stokes linear drag concept is employed. U w (x) = ax is the stretching sheet velocity where as a >0 is the stretching rate, T w represents the temperature of the fluid at the sheet whereas T ∞ the ambient temperature so that T w > T∞. In view of the above assumptions, the boundary layer flow along stretching sheet describing the conservation of mass and momentum for both clean fluid and dusty fluid can be expressed as follows [7, 23] :
where (u, v) and (up, vp) denote velocity components of the fluid and dust particle phases along x and y directions. Furthermore, are the density of the fluid, dynamic viscosity of the fluid, density of the particle phase, number density of dust particles, B 0 is the uniform magnetic field,is the density ratio, K is the Stokes drag coefficient (K = 6 μr) and r is the radius of dust particle. The boundary conditions applicable to the flow problem are
By employing the generalized Bernoulli's equation, in the free-stream U(x) = bx the equation (2) transforms to
Substituting (7) into (2) u ∂u ∂x
Introducing the following similarity transformations:
where ψ is the stream function defined by the relation:
One can observe continuity equation is satisfied and equations (8), (3), (5), (9) take the following forms:
The transformed boundary conditions are:
Here prime indicates order of differentiation with respect to ζ and M = 
Heat transfer analysis
The boundary layer heat equations for both fluid and particle phase in the presence of Cattaneo -Christov heat flux are given by
Here T and T p represents temperature of the fluid and dust particles, C m and Cp are specific heat of dust particles and fluid, τ v is the relaxation time of dust phase, τ T indicates the thermal equilibrium time i.e., time required by the dust cloud to adjust it temperature to that of fluid, k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and λ is the thermal relaxation time.
The solutions of the equations (15) and (16) In this heating process we employ the following wall temperature boundary condition:
Where Tw denote the temperature at the wall and T∞ denote the temperature far away from the stretching surface, θ(ζ ) and θ p(ζ ) are the dimensionless variables for the temperatures
Using (17) and (18) in (15) and (16) we get 
Prescribed heat flux (PHF case)
In PHF-Case heat flux on the wall surface is considered as 
Using (22) and (23) in (15) and (16) we get
Where Ec = 
Results and Discussion
To have a better understanding of the physical model, equations (10) to (13) , (19), (20) and (24), (25) with the boundary conditions (14) , (21) and (26) 
Momentum Boundary layer analysis
Figures 2a and 2b illustrates the influence of nondimensional fluid particle interaction parameter (β) on the hydrodynamic boundary layer of both fluid and dust phase. It is found that accelerating values of fluid particle interaction parameter β decay the velocity profiles of fluid and dust phase. Moreover, it is observed that the fluid particle interaction parameter effectively reduces the fluid velocity in PWT case than PHF case. Whereas in case of dust phase velocity profiles behave similar in both the PWT and PHF case. rameter to stretching velocity parameter. We observe that dust phase velocity is an increasing function of λ but an opposite outcome is observed in fluid phase. But the nature of velocity profiles is similar in both PWT and PHF case for fluid and dust phase.
Thermal boundary layer analysis
The effect of fluid particle interaction parameter on fluid and dust phase temperature profiles is plotted in Figures 5a and 5b. An increase in β may be regarded as increase in temperature profiles in both fluid and dust phase. Further, for large values of β temperature profiles are similar in both PHF and PWT case in case of dust and fluid both the fluids (Clean and Dust) and boundary conditions (PWT and PHF cases). Deterioration in both temperature profiles can be observed with increasing values of λ. This may happen due to very low values of free stream velocity to stretching ration velocity. Table 2 demonstrates the variation of local Nusselt number and friction coefficients for various values of nondimensional governing parameters. The particle interaction parameter increases the friction factor in both cases (PWT and PHF) and suppresses the local Nusselt number, this is due to dominance of higher particle interaction. Whereas, similarly opposite phenomena was observed in the presence of thermal relaxation parameter. The cause for this trend is when we incorporate thermal relaxation the surrounding particles are highly motivated. Due to this we saw enhancement in rate of heat transfer. Both the friction factor and local Nusselt number are minimized with the rising values of the Eckert number and magnetic field parameters. The opposite behavior of M was observed in λ.
The rising values of λ increases the both Nusselt and friction factor values. Table 1 shows the validation of present solutions with already existing studies under some limited condition of Grubka and Bobba [8] , Abel and Mahesha [12] and Ramesh et al. [23] . It is found that raising the values of prandtl number improves the local nusselt number. 
Conclusions
In the present study, Cattaneo-Christov heat flux theory is employed in thermal equation of the flow over a stretching sheet, the observation of the present study is as follows:
1. Dust phase velocity profiles shows similar behavior in both PWT and PHF case for all the parameters considered in the study.
2.
For higher value of fluid particle interaction parameter thermal boundary layer in both PWT and PHF case for fluid and dust phase are coinciding.
3.
Momentum boundary layer thickness is exhibiting similar behavior in both PWT and PHF case.
4.
Increasing values of thermal relaxation time exhibits the similar thermal boundary layer in case of both fluid and dust phase for PHF case. Whereas for both the fluids thermal relaxation time reduce the temperature profiles.
5.
Thermal boundary layer enhances with the increase in Eckert number in PWT and PHF case for both the fluid phase. Moreover Eckert number increases flow of heat faster in PWT case than PHF case. 6.
For Effective cooling of the stretching sheet the PHF boundary condition is better suited. 7.
There is no change in wall temperature gradient for the parameters considered in the study in both PWT and PHF case. 
